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Multiscreen TV viewing refers to a spectrum of media
productions that can be watched using TV and
companion screens such as smartphones and tablets.
In the last several years, companies are creating
companion applications to enrich the TV viewing
experience, but viewers are demotivated to consume
them because they have to download dozens of second
screen applications. This paper proposes to integrate
the creation of companion screen content in a single
object-based preproduction tool. It identifies, from the
perspective of TV production professionals, the best
paradigm and the needed features to support content
authoring for multiscreen viewing experiences.
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Introduction
Lately, the prevalence of smart companion devices
(i.e., tablets and smartphones) have dramatically
changed the way TV is consumed. It is increasingly
common to see people watching TV, while interacting
with their companion devices [10]. Research about
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multiscreen viewing experiences is multi-faceted. Some
of the work focuses on understanding the viewers’
experience [2, 11], while other work focuses on the
development process of the companion applications [9,
11, 13] that synchronize with the TV program. Even
though much effort is invested on companion apps, few
of them have successfully reached the mass audiences
[3]. One reason that hinders its popularization is that
there is no standard process for producing companion
screen content. Companies are creating their own
companion apps in an ad-hoc manner, which becomes
impractical for viewers since they are forced to install
and switch between dozens of apps. Geerts et al. [6]
suggested to provide a single platform with which
viewers could follow all the companion screen shows of
a broadcaster.

Figure 1: Traditional linear
broadcasting

Rather than outsourcing to a third party (e.g.,
technology companies or different teams within the TV
channel) to develop companion applications, this workin-progress paper proposes to integrate the creation of
companion screen content in the preproduction
process. Producers will be thus expected to efficiently
develop and control various versions and formats for
different screens. To do so, four initial concepts of an
object-based preproduction tool were designed
according to the functional and user requirements
collected in a previous study [8]. Ten professionals in
the TV production industry were invited to evaluate
these concepts. The research question was to identify
the best paradigm and needed features to support
authoring multiscreen experiences.

Related Work: Object-based Production
What is an object-based media production? Here,
“object” refers to different interactive media units that
are used to make a TV program. The object-based
approach involves breaking down a program into
separate content objects, typically including graphics,
audio, video, background music, dialogues, subtitles,

sound/visual effects etc., and describing how they can
be rearranged. Following this approach, a program can
be adapted to fulfill the needs of different individual
viewers [7]. As a summary, Figure 1 and 2 compares
the traditional linear TV program broadcasting and the
object-based broadcasting.
Some recent studies have explored object-based
production in different use cases. For instance, a
cooking show application CAKE that breaks the show
into many shots and generates a step-by-step cooking
plan to adapt to the viewer’s pace [4]. Squeezebox
enables to rapidly re-edit the durations of the content
by automatically analyzing and segmenting the footage
into individual shots [1]. Puentes et al. [12] developed
a flexible visual authoring tool called WYSIWYG (What
you see is what you get). By dragging and dropping
static or dynamic “components (e.g., texts, images,
videos, audio, fonts etc.)” into “containers (e.g.,
defined regions on the screens)”, developers and
designers become time-and-cost-efficient in creating
interactive TV applications. However, most of the
object-based applications are focusing on a specific
element of the media production, like CAKE and
Squeezebox. WYSIWYG focuses on the spatial features
(e.g., visual representations and interactive
mechanisms), but does not provide any temporal
features (e.g., a timeline).
The object-based preproduction tool proposed in this
paper has both spatial and temporal features. It
produces programs by configuring and assembling a
collection of re-usable interactive media units (DMApp
components) that can deliver coherent viewing
experiences for multiple screens. The set of DMApp
components are actually a set of content objects, which
can also be configured to have some interactive and
novel functions, such as “like” widget (for expressing
“like” preference), real-time video chat or text chat,
which can stimulate viewers’ engagement. The DMApp
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components are one of the essential elements of the
preproduction tool design.

Design
The functional and user requirements, collected and
rated as high priority from a previous study [8], were
used as a guideline to conceptualize the preproduction
tools. According to the requirements, four initial
concepts are designed, namely the chapter-based IDE
(Integrated Development Environment), the mixed IDE,
the workflow wizard and the Premiere plugin. These
four concepts share some general features and all have
unique features that distinguish one from another.

Figure 3: The “Layout Design” interface (left) and the “Program Author”
interface (right) are shared by the four concepts. The characteristics in common
are pointed out with red lines and explanatory texts.

Shared features
The four concepts all have a graphical user interface
and separate the spatial and temporal tasks of the
authoring process. They allow to preview the
experience without live video streams. The content of
the DMApp components is configurable. The four
concepts all have the function to create templates for
anticipating events during live broadcasting. The shared
features are illustrated in Figure 3.

Figure 2: Object-based broadcasting

Unique features of each concept
The unique features help to evaluate what elements
can be adopted. The chapter-based IDE concept (Figure
4a) divides a program into several chapters. Each
chapter contains DMApp components which are specific
to that chapter. The layouts in this concept are
predefined by brands, with limited editing possibilities.
The mixed IDE concept (Figure 4b) starts with
importing and defining the necessary media objects
including pre-recorded video and audio documents, the
DMApp components and the anticipating live event
scenarios. The layouts on screens can be defined by
editable brand templates. The workflow wizard concept
(Figure 4c) initiates collaborations within the production
team, giving collaborators a shared overview of the
authoring process and guides the authoring step-bystep. The Premiere Plugin (Figure 4d) is, in essence,
the same as the mixed IDE concept, but is based on

Figure 4: Four unique concepts: (a) Chapter-based IDE, (b) Mixed IDE, (c)
Workflow wizard, and (d) Premiere plugin.
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Background
P1
P2
P3

P4
P5

P6

P7

P8

P9
P10

Head of interactive TV research at
British Telecom, focusing on next
generation multiscreen and
immersive TV application.
Director/producer of screen
productions at Illuminations
Media, experienced in
broadcasting and film.
Film maker and content producer
at BBC, experienced in the
provision of intergenerational
content, the use of haptic
feedback devices for accessibility
and editorial purposes and
development of ambient media
prototypes.
Senior development producer for
360 videos, virtual reality,
immersive experiences at BBC.
Senior technology transfer
manager at BBC, focusing on The
New Broadcasting System based
on IP production as well as general
production workflows.
Lead research and development
engineer at BBC, leading the
Object-based media (OBM) work
stream within group of Future
Experience Technology, building
tools that can be used to create
OBM experiences, and researching
whether OBM can bring efficiencies
to traditional program making;
Executive director, new workflow
research director at BBC,
experienced in developing
innovative tools for critical creative
tasks, including the production of
subtitles and shot planning for
multi-camera TV direction.
New workflow researcher at BBC,
focusing on investigating,
informing and evaluating media
experiences of the now and
longer-term future.
Creative director for production
systems at BBC, experienced in
user experience design and design
of editorial systems.
Research and development
engineer at BBC, focusing on new
types of synchronised companion
screen experiences for connected
homes.

Table 1: Professionals (P1-P10)
invited for the evaluation interviews
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the interface of Adobe Premiere. Since it is assumed
that most program authors are expert users of Adobe
Premiere, the idea is to increase their feeling of
familiarity and ease of use.

Evaluation: Interviews
The goal of the interviews was to collect feedback from
professionals about the four concepts, which lead to a
guideline for the final design. Eight semi-structured
interviews [13] were conducted in March 2017 at the
BBC usability lab. All interviews were one-to-one
conversations except one, which was conducted with
three professionals (P6, P7 & P8), due to their limited
time availability.
Interviewees
Ten broadcasting professionals (P1-P10) with diverse
backgrounds were invited to evaluate the concepts,
including (creative) director, R&D engineer, film maker,
technology manager etc. Even most of them are now at
the senior executive level, they are still actively leading
and participating in media productions (see Table 1).
Procedure
The wireframes of the four concepts were printed on A4
papers. One interviewer facilitated the interviews. The
order of the four concepts was randomized for each
interview. Every interview had three steps and took
about one hour.
 Step 1: Introduction (5 minutes): The facilitator

introduced the context and the four concepts.
 Step 2: Evaluation using thinking-aloud method (45
minutes) [5].
 Step 3: Follow-up interview questions (10 minutes):
Clarify the preferences and recommendations.
Data collection and analysis
The interviews were video and audio recorded. The
audio records were transcribed into text. The video
records were used to clarify ideas during the
transcription process. A group of three researchers
selected the relevant paragraphs from the transcripts

according to the goals and gave the selected texts a
brief description. The coded texts were then sorted into
three main categories, namely strengths and
weaknesses of each concept, order of preferences and
improvement suggestions. These categories of
information indicate a direction for redesigning the
production tool.

Results
This section presents a concise version of the results of
the interviews.
Strengths and weaknesses of each concept
The mixed IDE concept received the most compliments
for its simplified way of defining layouts and positioning
components. The workflow wizard concept was
appreciated by its ability to initiate collaborations, but
also critiqued the most due to the expected
interference between multiple collaborators and its
inability to return to previous steps. The chapter-base
IDE concept was complimented for specifying
“chapters” for a program, but the chapters were
considered by professionals as too simplified compared
to the actual production workflow. The Premiere plugin
concept was regarded as “easy to learn” due to the
familiarity of the interface. However, they pointed out
that Premiere may not be suitable for managing
production.
Preferences of the four concepts
The professionals were requested to order the four
concepts according to their preferences. P1 and P10 did
not indicate any preferences. Table 2 exhibits the
results. The Mixed IDE concept is preferred by the most
professionals.
Suggestions
The professionals also mentioned some aspects that are
important for the multiscreen preproduction tool
design.
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P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
P8
P9
P10
Total

C1
C2
No preferences
B
B
B
A
No preferences
B
A
A
A
B
A
No preferences
A+4B

4A+B

C3

C4
A
A

B
B

B

2A+B

Table 2: The preferences of the four
concepts by the ten professionals, P1 &
P10 indicated no preferences toward the
four concepts (A=First preference;
B=Second preference; C1=Chapterbased IDE; C2=Mixed IDE; C3=Workflow
Wizard; C4=Premiere Plugin).
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During the preproduction phase of a live program,
timeline is not relevant, because the length of live
events is unpredictable. Live broadcasting is event
driven and sequence-based (P1, P3, P5, P6, P9, P10).
Instead of the timeline, P2 suggested that an eventline
is helpful for rapidly rearranging contents during live
broadcasting.
Hierarchical organizations of contents are advised by a
few professionals. Each piece of content should be
encoded specifically for accurately retrieving later (P4 &
P5). P9 pointed out that DMApp components should be
organized according to the frequency of usage. P9 also
suggests a hierarchical organization of the chapters to
form a tree-like system, which provides flexibility to
edit contents in chapters.
P4 and P9 pointed out that layouts may vary in
different chapters, so layout design should allow certain
flexibility. The professionals proposed two modes of
layout design. One is the advanced mode, where they
need arrange content objects on a region-less screen.
Another is the normal mode, where templates are
provided.

Final Design

Figure 5: The advanced mode of layout
design: Click on the screen to divide it
vertically or horizontally (above); Label
the regions with names and colors
(below). Regions with the same color will
display the same content.

Based on the results, the selected mixed IDE concept is
re-designed. Figure 5 and 6 show featured screen shots
of the re-designed wireframes. Figure 5 illustrates the
layout design mechanism in the advanced mode. Figure
6 depicts the eventline and event templates creation.
Figure 6a shows the way to create a master layout, for
example, a master layout of the “main logo”. Figure 3d
exhibits a three-level hierarchical overview of the
program. From top to bottom, these levels are the
program level, the chapter level and the experience
level. Once created, the master layout can be applied
at the program level. Then, the same master layout will
be automatically added at the chapter level and the
experience level. The master layout largely reduces
repetitive work. Figure 6c and 6d are similar, both

including previews on multiple screens, eventline and a
library of DMApp components. Clicking at one of the
documents at the experience level will direct to the
interface shown in Figure 6c, where an experience can
be created, previewed and edited. The interface shown
in Figure 6d has the same function, but for creating,
previewing and editing live events, such as a crash at a
motorcycle race or a goal in a football match.

Conclusion and Future Work
This paper presents the design and evaluation of an
object-based preproduction tool. The professionals
found that the paradigm that provides a hierarchical
overview of the program chapters can best
accommodate to the authoring for multiscreens.
Features such as two modes of screen layout design,
re-usable DMApp components, master layout, and
templates for live events are considered important. We
also realized that the preproduction of live broadcasting
can be distinct from recorded broadcasting due to
unpredictable events. In the future, an observational
field study is planned at an Outside Broadcasting tuck
(OB truck) for a sport show, aiming at understanding
the current workflow of live production, and how the
tool can be integrated into that workflow and better
help the preproduction as well as live production. The
final design of the preproduction tool is ongoing work. A
validation study is planned by the end of January,
2018. The goal of the validation study is to see whether
the proposed object-based workflow is appropriate, and
how the tool can fit into the existing workflow and who
will be the potential users.
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Figure 6: The eventline and event templates creation: (a) Create master layout, (b)
Hierarchical overview of the program, (c) Create and edit content at the experience level,
and (d) Create and edit content for live events.
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